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Chapter 7
Communication:
Further Developing Capabilities

Introduction
The importance of effective communication in modern
times should not be underestimated. As Balmer and Gray
(2000) and Garnett and Kouzmin (2000) have observed,
communications are becoming more strategic than ever.
Goodman (2001) points out that in the information age,
communication is an integral element of success. According to Munilla and Dosier (1991), organizations must
enable people to communicate (share information) openly
in order for their lives to run smoothly. Goodman (2001)
cited survey findings that average annual spending on
communications by large corporations was $21.6 million
in 2000. Much of this, he says, was spent on sharing expertise, building trust, and building a corporate culture.
When the word communication is mentioned these
days, people invariably begin talking about the Internet,
their organization’s electronic newsletter, information
systems, and the extraordinary number of e-mail and text
messages they must answer. These phenomena have resulted from technological innovations in information systems and modes of communication.
While much could be saidhere about information
systems and communications infrastructure, the truth remains that the effectiveness of communications mostly
depends on people themselves, whether senders or receivers. How often has someone said, “What we have here is
a failure to communicate.” Toooften,communication
problems are due to a failure to communicate at all. Such
problems are usually caused by dysfunctional interpersonal phenomena such as those discussed in the previous
chapter. Many times, however, problems stem from a failure to communicate effectively. This chapter discusses
what individuals can do in order to communicate more effectively.
The chapter describes communication in terms of a
basic definition;possible objectives;and the types,
modes, and process involved. It then discusses (a) senders’ and receivers’ personal inputs to the process; (b) nonpersonal influences on the process; (c) symptoms of
faulty communication; and (d) senders’ and receivers’ responsibilities for effective (and ineffective) communication.

Going beyond the basics, the chapter describes (a)
communication styles; (b) the phases and steps of an analytic approach to communication; and (c) advance and
ongoing activities for continually improving communication skills and effectiveness.
The chapter summary reviews how both senders and
receivers can improve their part in a communication process.

What You Can Learn From This Chapter
After studying this chapter, students, parents, managers, leaders, and other people should be able to do the following:
• Analyze ways of communicating with other people.
• Identify, plan, and implement ways to enhance
communications.
• Establish habits that will further develop one’s
communication skills.
• More effectively communicate (send) ideas and
feelings to others and thereby be more informative
and persuasive.
• Better structure communication processes, minimizing or compensating for obstacles by dealing with
factors that influence effectiveness and using the
most effective modes
• More effectively communicate information to others.
• Listen (receive) more effectively during communication processes
• Improve or further develop one’s own communicative (sender and receiver) skills
• More effectively improve or further develop the
communication-related knowledge, skills, and behavior of others.
• More effectively participate in dealing with personal and nonpersonal factors that are exerting dysfunctional influences on communications within
one’s family, group, or organization.
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Group norms often influence who talks to whom,
about what, and how.
Organizational inputs include factors such as lines of
authority, spans of control, channels of communication, group or organizational traditions, formal and
informal policies and rules, parent-child relationships,
superior-subordinate relationships, and the pervasive
managerial or parental style. For example, highly formalized lines of authority and channels of communication can be obstacles to communication between
people in different groups or units who need to directly exchange information and ideas because their jobs
or roles are highly interdependent.
Environmental inputs such as noise, poor lighting, and
disrupting or distracting stimuli can render a speaker’s
presentation ineffective. In addition, both senders and
receivers may be bombarded by messages from inside
and outside a group or organization, all of which can
compete for and interfere with receivers’ attention.
One can continually increase personal inputs to effective communication through advance preparation and ongoing developmental activities. Since the personal and
nonpersonal influences on communication are virtually
the same as those for problem solving and learning, Figure 7.2 should require little explanation. These, however,
are points that should be made about the Advance/Ongoing ACTIONS that you can begin performing now in
order to improve your future communications.
First, in advance of any forthcoming communication
situations, write down personal and organizational goals
and plans in order to record intended or expected outcomes in memory. Doing so helps trigger your conscious
awareness of important communication situations when
they arise. Being aware enables you to think about what
you are doing and how to do it well.
Second, if you use the analytic approach in communication situations as well as problem-solving and learning
situations, use of the approach can become habitual more
quickly.
Third, because communicating effectively involves
thinking, communicating can be improved just as much as
problem solving by the following activities: (a) increasing
goal-oriented knowledge and experience, (b) further developing thinking skills, and (c) adjusting or further developing other personal characteristics or behavior patterns in order to be more effective.
Fourth, further developing communication skills may
involve the following: (a) studying references on grammar, syntax, and punctuation; (b) practicing writing; (c)
speaking before groups; (d) reading more about how to
persuade and influence others; and (e) listening more in-
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tently to others. Not only are these communication skills,
but they are also problem-solving and learning skills.
Fifth, remember to prepare, then analyze, plan, and
decide how to communicate effectively, and finally communicate (implement communication plans).
Sixth, it is difficult for an individual to communicate
effectively with people who (a) do not know the concepts,
principles, and practices involved; (b) do not understand
why one is using phases, steps, and practices to better
structure a process; (c) do not know what senders and receivers should do to respond appropriately to each other;
and (d) do not appreciate what someone may be trying to
accomplish by getting feelings out into the open so that
they can be dealt with appropriately. This means that in
families, groups, and organizations, the only way to make
any one person a truly effective communicator is to institute the development of all involved people’s communicative skills.

Symptoms of Faulty Communication
How can you recognize when communications are
faulty or less than fully effective? Some symptoms indicate that the receiver is giving little or no attention to the
message. Some indicate that the receiver is receiving the
message either poorly or not at all. Some indicate that the
receiver is interpreting the message improperly. These
symptoms are in the left column of Table 7.2 (next page).
Symptoms of Receiver Attention Problems: If a receiver does not focus attention on a sender’s message, he
or she will not even begin to receive and interpret it.
Several symptoms in Table 7.2 might require definition.
A receiver is using selective perception when he or she is
only paying attention to and perceiving a part of what he
or she is seeing or hearing. Selective perception can be
conscious or unconscious on the part of the receiver. Polarity occurs when the receiver already has or is beginning to develop a position that opposes the sender’s and
consequently adopts an “I’m 100 percent right and you’re
100 percent wrong” attitude.
Symptoms of Receiver Reception Problems: Obviously, if a receiver cannot see, hear, or otherwise sense a
message being communicated, that message does not
even get across the physical gap from sender to receiver,
let alone get through to (or meaningfully penetrate) the
mind of the receiver.
Symptoms of receiver interpretation problems: Interpreting (decoding) involves intellectual comprehension
filtered through a receiver’s feelings, values, interests,
and attitudes. As H. M. Tomlinson once said, “We see
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[and hear] things not as they are, but as we are.” It should
also be pointed out that senders encode their messages
through their own filters.
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sive appeals on a very rational receiver and fail to reach
that receiver with a more intellectually convincing case.

Styles of Communication
Senders’ and Receivers’ Responsibilities for
Effective and Ineffective Communication
Many of the most important influences on communications’ effectiveness lie within the control of senders and
receivers themselves. Each has certain responsibilities. If
they each carry out their responsibilities, they will communicate effectively. If they fail to carry out their responsibilities, their failures become causes of faulty communications. Environmental variables can also be important
causes of faulty communications to the extent that they
(a) negatively influence senders and receivers intellectually or emotionally or (b) disrupt the process, distract the
parties, degrade the sending or reception of information,
or interfere with the encoding or decoding of information.
The two right-hand columns of Table 7.3 (next two pages) list dos and don’ts that are responsibilities of senders
and receivers.
Several of the most important overall responsibilities
of both senders and receivers are to keep the following
points in mind. First, during a communication process,
constantly think about what you are doing and how to do
it well. Second, keep in mind that the process is both rational and emotional. Third, also keep in mind that neither
party is a mind reader and that two-way communication
enables each party to determine how ideas and feelings
are getting through to the other.
As shown in Table 7.2, underlying causes of receiver
attention problems, of receiver reception problems, and of
receiver interpretation problems can all be attributed to
the sender, the receiver, or both. The effectiveness of
their communication process will suffer to the extent that
either one fails to carry out his or her responsibilities.
One of the most important potential causes of communication problems is faulty assumptions about the
communication process. The process is both intellectual
and emotional, not just one or the other. Therefore, if the
sender assumes that communication is basically an intellectual or rational process, he or she will be unaware of
the process’s emotional and interpersonal aspects. Consequently, the sender may try to reach the receiver with one
rational argument or explanation after another, not really
dealing with any of the negative feelings that may be the
real obstacles to the receiver’s understanding and acceptance of the message. On the other hand, if the sender assumes that communication is basically an emotional process, he or she may, for example, use emotionally persua-

Communication styles have several dimensions: (a)
the type primarily used (one-way versus two-way); (b)
the modes primarily used; and (c) the tone primarily used
(expressive and affiliative versus cold and impersonal).
Table 7.4 on page 7-10 associates communicative behaviors with the five distinctive interpersonal styles described
in Table 6.5 on pages 6-34,35,36 of Chapter 6.

Phases and Steps of a Systematic,
Analytic Approach to Communication
People must often communicate to solve problems as
well as for other reasons. Here, it is important to emphasize that if senders and receivers—especially senders—
wish to maximize the effectiveness of a communication
process, they should perform the all-important analytic,
planning, and decision-making phases and steps of the analytic approach before beginning to actually communicate
—just as they do in problem solving and learning processes. In fact, the more important the communication
process is to an individual, the more advisable it is to use
the analytic approach outlined in Table 7.5 on page 7-11.
During the analysis phase, the communicator (1) identifies what needs to be communicated in order to get
something accomplished, (2) analyzes the receiver, (3)
analyzes his or her own characteristics, and (4) analyzes
the environment and how it will affect the parties and the
process. Essentially, this phase should involve analyzing
all the responsibilities, variables, and considerations listed
in the “Sender’s Responsibilities” and “Receiver’s Responsibilities” columns of Table 7.3.
Next, during the planning or formulation of alternatives phase, the communicator should use the insights
gained during the analysis phase to formulate the following: (1) communication objectives (that is, how the sender
wants the receiver to behave as a result of the communication process) and (2) communication plans (strategies,
tactics, and action plans) for persuading or influencing the
receiver. These plans should specify (a) who is the targeted receiver (or group of receivers); (b) what message or
content (ideas or feelings) to convey in order to persuade
or influence; (c) which communication mode(s) would be
most effective; (d) when to communicate in order to
achieve the maximum effect; and (e) where to communicate in order to minimize distractions and make all the
parties feel comfortable.
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Finally, during the decision-making phase, alternative
sets of goals and associated plans should be mentally
tested and compared in order to choose the most effective
set for bringing about the desired receiver emotions, improvements in knowledge or attitudes, or behavior.
Table 7.3 shows responsibilities of senders and receivers, but does not explicitly organize them into the phases
and steps of the approach outlined in Table 7.5. And although Table 7.5 puts Table 7.3 into a broader perspective, it does not reiterate all the sender and receiver responsibilities and other considerations covered in Table
7.3. Symptoms of faulty communication occur during the
implementation phase in Table 7.5. Therefore, to prevent
such symptoms, one should analyze the responsibilities
and considerations in Table 7.3 during the analysis phase
of the Table 7.5 process. Also note that, to some extent,
Table 7.5 integrates Tables 7.3 and 7.4, laying out more
detailed phases and steps of the approach—particularly as
they apply to the sender.

Summary
How Senders Can Contribute to
More Effective Communication Processes
1. Constantly develop personal inputs to better communication.
2. Stop to think about what you are doing and how to do
it well.
3. Remember that the receiver is not a mind reader.
4. Also keep in mind that the communication process is
both rational and emotional.
5. Think about the receiver. Ask yourself how to appeal
to his or her inner motivation and how to formulate
your message (state the idea, paint the picture, or express the feeling) so that the receiver will understand
the idea, get the picture, or feel the emotion you want
to convey.
6. Follow the Golden Rule. At least, treat the receiver
the way that you would like to be treated. You might
even follow the Platinum Rule and treat the receiver
the way that he or she would like to be treated.
7. Use appropriate modes. In general, the more modes,
the more likely your message will be understood and
the better it will be recorded in the receiver’s memory.
8. Get feedback from the receiver. Make sure that what
you meant to send was actually received and interpreted properly.
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9. Explore differences between perceptions, opinions,
and feelings together with the receiver.

How Receivers Can Contribute to
More Effective Communication Processes
1. Constantly develop personal inputs.
2. Focus your attention on the message (not on the sender’s appearance and mannerisms or on environmental
distractions).
3. Listen or read first, then evaluate.
4. Try to pick up the information, idea, picture, or feeling
that the sender is attempting to get through.
5. Follow the Golden Rule. At least, treat the sender the
way that you would like to be treated. You might even
follow the Platinum Rule and treat the sender the way
that he or she would like to be treated.
6. Make sure that you received what the sender intended
to send. Feed back the central points or feelings that
you think the message contained. If the idea, picture,
or feeling being communicated seems fuzzy, ask for
clarification, explanation, or elaboration.
7. Explore differences between perceptions, opinions,
and feelings together with the sender.

Relationships Among Communication, ProblemSolving, Learning, and Other Processes
We trust that you have noticed the similarities between the processes outlined in Table 7.5, Table 4.3 on
page 4-36 of Chapter 4, and Table 5.1 on page 5-20 of
Chapter 5. All three outline problem-solving steps. All
three begin with preparation steps such as (1) stopping to
think about what one is doing and how to do it better, (2)
increasing personal motivation by considering why the
situation is important, (3) finding a conducive environment, (4) getting organized, and (5) previewing the situation (doing a preliminary analysis) to determine its scope
and importance. But more important, all of the processes
involve the phases and steps of the analytic approach.
Therefore, given all the previous discussions and tables,
Table 7.6 should not require further explanation. However, we will again point out that all five processes are
learning and thinking processes, and that both problem-solving and learning processes can also involve
the communication process. So again, they all are interrelated and each can synergistically improve the
use and effectiveness of the others.
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